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Ivanti Velocity Browser
Web applications have a long and proven history.
You’ve invested in these systems, and want to be sure
you can leverage them, even as you explore a new,
expanding generation of mobile device hardware—
including Android-based options—for your workforce.
The challenge is, you’ve been running WinCE or
Windows Mobile for a device generation or two. How do
you bring that mobile interface forward to fully leverage
the touchscreen experience offered on today’s growing
selection of Android mobile computers? The Velocity
Browser from Ivanti is your answer.

Bring Your Existing Web Host Forward

Deploy Easily

Your existing web-based supply chain management (SCM)
system is ready for your next-generation mobile devices.
Whether SAP ITSMobile, Manhattan WMS, or one of the
other leading web-based host systems, you can deploy
without changes to your host.

Bringing your web apps to the Velocity platform is easy.
Similar to modernizing terminal emulation, your Velocity
implementation for web applications consists of the mobile
app and administrative console. There’s no need for
middleware between your mobile devices and host.

Improve Workflows to Maximize Productivity

Enhance Your Legacy Mobile Web Apps

The Ivanti Velocity console’s advanced scripting capabilities
let you optimize task workflows, helping workers be more
productive. Parse barcoded data into fields, highlight
important information on the fly, customize audible tones for
alerts, errors, etc., and more.

Velocity is your pathway to bring existing Ivanti Industrial
Browser applications to touchscreen devices and the
Android operating system. Running Naurtech CETerm? No
problem! Velocity takes those apps forward with ease.

Keep Workers Focused on Tasks
Don’t let Web browsers cause security concerns. Keep
workers out of browser controls and focused on the task at
hand.
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Mobilize Screens You Couldn’t Before
With CSS inserts, you can reformat screens easily for
mobile access. Take web application screens that were
previously only helpful on a desktop and deliver them to
your mobile workers in a clear, mobile-friendly format.
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